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Everyday Objects,
Enigmatic Materials
Valerie Blass's 2009 L'Homme Souci has a powerful impact
because of its unusual material features . The man of the title
consists of a pair of shiny new shoes, attached to a "body"
made out of artfully shaped, jet-black, artificial hair.
On the one hand, the artwork presents us with fashionable
Miu Miu shoes that exemplify the commodity in all its
enchanting allure, and then there is a mass of ordinary and
even debased material-the
strands of nylon that go into
cheap wigs-presented
in such a way that its previous
meaning and functionality have been transformed. The
material substitution is mesmerizing , as the streaming nylon
somehow suggests dark ectoplasm , or a smoke-enshrouded
body, and the textured surfaces of the artwork draw us in for
an up-close and tactile examination of this uncanny effect .
Blass's sculpture thus manages to open up a productive
threshold between the highly coded object and a seemingly
wilder materiality . We might compare this artwork to one
produced by the collective BGL, Good Night Darthy , from
2005, where a helmet associated with one of the well-known
Star Wars characters appears to have half-melted into a
lustrous, liquid-plastic pool on the floor. As was the case
with Blass's sculpture, there is the immediate recognition
of a brand-name object but we also become witnesses to
the more puzzling metamorphosis of a material substance.
The sculpture's elegant presentation allows us to
momentarily believe in this abruptly halted transformation
of a plastic object, as if the sudden interruption of a
chemical/material breakdown were really as straightforward
as hitting the "pause" button to halt the movement of
an image on a computer screen .
Other Quebec artists are currently doing surprising
things with ordinary, everyday materials , and indeed
this phenomenon is apparent across many Canadian
and international art practices as well. As one compelling
example, the recent video work by the British-Mexican
artist Melanie Smith, Bulto, 2011, features an oversized
"enigmatic bundle " that is moved around a series of public
and institutional sites throughout the city ofLima. 1 This
unwieldy thing is inevitably out of place , always excessive
in its absurd material bulk, and we never do discover what
Smith's bundle consists of, but this video nevertheless
succeeds at translating the obstacles and imperatives of
urban life into material terms. This preoccupation with
ordinary stuff can be regarded as part of a "material turn"
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in contemporary art, which must also be linked to the broader
intellectual orientation of"material culture studies."
In recent years , an interdisciplinary cross section of scholars
has been refining the methods and conceptual language
used to study commodities, objects, things and various
permutations of materiality. The writings of Arjun Appadurai
on the "social life of things" have been enormously influential
in this regard, as are Bruno Latour's ideas about the "agency
of objects ." 2 Bill Brown's "thing theory" and Jane Bennett's
"vibrant matter" are also important concepts for this
discussion, because these scholars are attempting to describe
some aspect of materiality that exceeds the semantically
fixed object. 3 As I will show, there are some striking points
of convergence between these lines of questioning about
material culture and the experimentation with materiality
being undertaken by contemporary artists. Although
it is beyond the scope of this essay, it would also be easy
to expand this discussion to include aspects of pop culture,
as for example the CSI television show franchise, where
the camera zooms in on a piece of shattered something, and
we viewers eagerly follow the detective/ scientist's forensic
gaze, puzzling over the meaning of that strange unidentified
sliver or substance . And if the spectacular apparatus of
science, laboratories , fancy machines and human ingenuity
inevitably solves the mystery, the real pleasure of this
program is that yet another mysterious material or thing will
come forward, to be obsessively studied and scrutinized.
Some years ago, the American artist Robert Gober
discussed his intention to "think philosophically about ...
items like Styrofoam and plywood," 4 and this remark is
very apropos . Returning to the art practice of Valerie Blass,
one could compile a long list of ordinary household or
light-industrial materials the artist has brought into her
studio: linoleum, jute, cement, Styrofoam, straw , artificial
hair, plaster, silicone, under padding for carpets, sprayed-on
plush, polystyrene, expandable urethane. Eventually,
expanses or lumps or coagulations of such materials become
component parts of sculptures, which might also include
identifiable tools, mannequin body parts, items of clothing
or pieces of furniture. 5 On some occasions, however, the
found object is minimized, and the sculptures seem primarily
intent on staging the interaction or quasi-mutation of
adjacent materials . Since the materials in question are to be
found in a wide range of workplaces, domestic environments
and urban spaces, what the artist accomplishes with and
through this stuff is surely a form of aesthetic research, a
way of interrogating the material circumstances of everyday
life. This is imaginative research, of course, but it must be
regarded as a genuine form of knowledge production.

The concept of the commodity provides an important link
between the academic field of material culture studies and
the interactions with objects and materiality undertaken by
contemporary artists. It is worth going back to the writings of
Karl Marx himself here, in that he introduced the commodity
as part of a critique of modern capitalism. In some ways, what
Marx had to say remains as relevant as ever: under capitalist
circumstances, we will walk into a store and encounter a
shiny new object , and generally speaking, we have no idea
what raw materials or resources were used in the making of
it, what machines and technologies were deployed, who the
people were who made that object , where and under what
working conditions it was made, or who benefited from
its manufacture and sale. None of this matters in an economic
system invested only in exchange value and profitability.
Marx insisted, though, that we should be asking these
questions; it is the obfuscation of this complex history of
social relations and material circumstances which renders
the commodity , according to Marx, "a very queer thing ,
abounding in metaphysical subtleties ." 6 Arjun Appadurai
(along with his co-authors in the edited book The Social
Life ofThings) sets out to extend the traditional Marxist
discourse by calling attention to how every commodity traces
a path through social life, thus acquiring its own distinctive
"biography" or life story , as it were. Any given social scene
can thus be viewed as a hub of intersecting pathways of
commodities on the move . And since capitalism is not on
the verge of collapse, despite the hopeful predictions of some
commentators, it is all the more important to acknowledge
that the process of commodification involves variations,
resistances and diversions across many different cultures and
social systems . Appadurai insists that "the term 'commodity'
is used . . . to refer to things that at a certain phase in their
careers and in a particular context, meet the requirements
of commodity candidacy." 7 This is to say that while the
commodity is undoubtedly the paradigmatic object-type
under capitalism, objects still move in and out of commodity
status as they become part of gift or barter economies ,
are deployed in ritual or are incorporated into collections,
for instance. This change in status doesn't come easily,
though : "the diversion of commodities from specified paths
is always a sign of creativity or crisis, whether aesthetic
or economic. " 8
An interest in everyday objects has been central to artistic
practice since at least the beginning of the twentieth century,
when modern and avant-garde movements sought to erode
the barriers between art and everyday life, between a world
of precious art objects and a more heterogeneous object-world .
By incorporating objets trouves and presenting ready-mades,
artists were able to challenge the notion of a separate realm
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of art objects and materials. When Robert Rauschenberg
made a series of wall works using beat -up cardboard boxes
around 1971 , for instance , this category of humble object was
juxtaposed with the refined painted surfaces of the New York
School. Rauschenberg ' s use of these stained and damaged
artifacts can also be linked to the fascination with "base
materiality" which the authors Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind
Krauss have associated with Georges Bataille 's theory of
the formless (l'inform e).9 It was indeed this sixties generation
of artists who decisively broke with the (high -modernist)
ideal of medium specificity, by insisting on the relationships
between media and by opening up their art practices to a huge
range of non-fine-art materials.
While this legacy remains important, it can be argued
that what has become compelling to artists at the present
time is something rather different: the extended " life"
and circulation of the commodity, and an interrogation
of how objects and materials thoroughly permeate a
network of social relations. And so, while we might compare
sixties/ seventies-era artworks by Rauschenberg to more
recent sculptures and installations made by the Swiss artist
Thomas Hirschhorn, because both exploit the physica l
vulnerability of cardboard , it is the contemporary artist who
asserts a politici zed materiality. Hirschhorn has developed an
aesthetics of cardboard that is inseparable from the capitalist
logic of the commodity. His Jumbo Spoons and Big Cake,
2000, in the collection of the Musee d'art contemporain de
Montreal, is characterized by expanses of sagging cardboard,
rivulets of crushed aluminum foil and accumulations of duct
tape wound tightly or temporarily keeping things attached
to wall or floor. We can regard this installation as a form of
political art , because Hirschhorn introduces enough tei:s:
tual
information and images to indicate that this cobbled -together
structure is a model of sorts - for a globalized system
that produces both excess and scarcity. And so the "big
cake" of the title would seem to represent the splendid
resources, wealth and cultural capital that are rewarded to
the most successful players within the system. These ideas
are expressed not only in the language and visual imagery
of Jumbo Spoons and Big Cake, though, but through the
materials themselves . Hirschhorn has used similar materials
in other artworks he calls "monuments" "kiosks" and
"altars ," and in many of these instances a slowly collapsing
cardboard infrastructure becomes eloquent in its ability
to communicate the degeneration of these once -powerful
cultural forms. 10 But the connotations of this specific material
go beyond its propensity to sag so evocatively; it can be
argued that the ordinary box made of corrugated paper is
an exemplary material/ object at the present time because
of its role within a global market economy. Every shiny new
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Collection of the Musee d'art
contemparain de Montreal
©Thomas Hirschhorn / SODRAC (2011)

commodity, be it a dollar -store bibelot, technological gizmo
or item of designer clothing, will be temporarily encased in
a cardboard box and then sent on its way across continents
and oceans. So the cardboard box is both a conveyor of
commodities and itself a crucial commodity , a fellow traveller
of sorts ensuring the unceasi ng traffic of manufactured goods.
If cardboard boxes are destined to be transported, marked
up, knocked about and ultimately destroyed, all within a short
period of time, this accelerated material history is evidence
of a journey through a now -globalized system, whereby one
specific object comes into contact with multiple people and
countries, technologies and social environments. (In this
respect, the contemporary m aterial world is comparable to
its immaterial counterpart, in the sense that information and
images also circulate within an inter -networked and globally
spanning system .) Another artwork that creates a narrative
framework for found objects is Miche l de Brain's 2008
Dead Star, which consists of dozens of used-up batteries,
joined together into a single, biomorphic structure. As was
the case with Hirschhorn's ubiquitous cardboard box, the
battery is an essential add-on commodity; we know that very
well since the newly purchased gadget or toy immediately
forewarns us , "batteries not included ." Once its vital burst
of energy is exhausted, the battery is unceremoniously
ejected from its host body, destined for the garbage heap . ..
except that De Broin doesn't present us with a chaotic heap
of discarded stuff. The entropic life story of these objects has
been subject to a diversion; as Appadurai says, "the flow of
commodities in any given situation is a shifting compromise
between socially regulated paths and competitively inspired
diversions." 11 In other words, it is only when the commodity
is provisionally dislodged from its habitual social role that the
object appears to us as something made strange. As in other
De Broin artworks, where ordinary office chairs and tables
seem to have somehow gravitated or regrouped into artful
crysta lline formations (Black Hole Conference, 2006) , in the
case of Dead Star, the de-commodification process is what
allows the material identity of the batteries to assert itself in a
new way. The battery is no longer servile (serving humans or
machines), ~nd refuses its apparent destiny to end its "life" as
a discarded commodity. Under these unusual circumstances,
it is as if the newly liberated materiality has sought out a
new objecthood.
De Brain's artworks suggest an object-world endowed
with a latent potential for autonomy and agency, and these
are important themes within the interdisciplinary field
of material culture. I'd like to briefly return to Marx, as well,
because it would be wrong to consider the Marxist analysis
of the commodity on ly in terms of pragmatic economic
exchange. Addressing the commodity as something which
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74 chairs, 4 m (diameter)
Collection of the Musee d'art
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comes to stand in for absent human agents, Marx notes that
this substitution allows the commodity to acquire a strange
life of its own : "The form of wood is altered by making a table
out of it ; nevertheless, this table remains wood, an ordinary
material thing. As soon as it steps forth as a commodity,
however, it is transformed into a material immaterial thing .
It not only stands with its feet on the ground, but, in the face
of all other commodities, it stands on its head, and out of its
wooden brain it evolves notions more whimsically than if
it had suddenly begun to dance." 12 So, according to Marx,
we should not be surprised if commodities begin to act crazy.
But then, according to Bruno Latour, we should regard all
the ordinary objects and materials around us as "actants,"
because they exert a significant force within a network
of social relationships; these networks include people, ideas
and ideologies , but also buildings, furniture and technologies.
Latour asserts that these "mundane implements . . . are actors,
or more precisely, participants in the course of action ." 13
In order to properly perceive the agency of objects, though,
Latour indicates that we must first break with the modern
epistemological project which created endless categories,
taxonomies and systems of display for the non -human
object-world , while ensuring that human consciousness
remained a distinct entity . If we are to genuinely interact
with objects, we must become aware that these things
which fill our everyday environments, which we constantly
touch, handle, rest on or move around, inevitably leave their
"morphic " imprint on our bodies and psyches.
To follow this discussion into the Canadian-art context,
it is worth highlighting one particular artwork, A Pale Fire
Freedom Machine , 2005 , by the Vancouver-based artist
Geoffrey Farmer , as this performative installation also
resituated commodified objects at the apparent end of their
life cycle . Over the course of the eight-week exhibition,
Toronto's Power Plant gallery was transformed into a through
station for certain objects: a warehouse -full of old wooden
furniture was systematically stripped, broken down and
fed into a fancy sixties -era wood -burning stove, while the
leftover ashes were then used to print posters about efficient
workers. In Farmer's artwork , the banal and outmoded
furnishings that would normally be allowed to disintegrate
far outside our field of vision are given a more dramatic
end story. Lined up and then subjected to a ritual -like
immolation, it's as if these wooden objects were being
sacrificed for some greater cause . There was an undercurrent
of pathos in the installation, too, since we might well be
witnessing the demise of desires, regrets or other "whimsical
notions" which had evolved in the "wooden brain(s)"
(to quote Marx again) of ordinary tables and chairs . And so,
while there were human workers involved in A Pale Fire
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A Pale Fire Freedom Machine, 2005
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Dimensions variable

Freedom Machine, it was instead the material objects the furniture, the stove and the paper-that
emerged as
the protagonists of this revisionist network.
We can now turn to BG L's fascination with wood , as their
aesthetically complex approach to this material also acquires,
at certain moments, a distinctly Quebecois resonance.
The BGL ceuvre does refer to the type of commodity that
instantly signals an owner/user's status, taste and cultural
clout: they have produced versions of a Mercedes car,
Perdu dans la nature, 1998, and quantities of cell phones,
for instance ("approximately 700" we are told 14 ). What
cannot be ignored, of course, is that these particular articles,
as reinterpreted by BGL, are made out of wood , so that
these otherwise familiar objects are now weird facsimiles.
A luxury car made out of recycled barn wood can certainly
be understood as a socially diverted or re-narrativized
commodity; the artwork resembles something out of a
science fiction story, and here I am thinking of Philip K. Dick 's
wildly inventive novel Ubik, where a kind of temporal virus
caused various machines and vehicles to revert back to earlier ,
more antiquated prototypes. 15
If wood has been a key material for BGL throughout
numerous projects , their art practice depends , to begin with ,
on an aesthetic rupture with those older modes of carving
and sculpting with wood, which predate the contemporary
era. This is to say that even when they present a piece
of carved wood, their work is far removed from the sculpted
wooden statuary (whether religious or folkloric) that
is part of Quebec's artistic heritage, and what is equally
important, their art practice also surpasses the modernist
sculptor's neo -primitivist preoccupation with the integrity
of natural materials . Instead, BG L's sustained attention to
this one natural material has allowed them to isolate distinct
moments of production and consumption, across an extended
realm of materiality . Installations that refer to forests or
make use of entire trees, such as Posterite-les-Bains (Usine
de sapins), 2009, evoke the vast natural ecosystems that exist
prior to human intervention in the national territory . The
BG L ceuvre as a whole discourages us from indulging in some
kind of escapist eco-fantasy, though, because a consumable
product seems always to be half-constructed, on the verge of
development , or immanent in the raw material itself. Perhaps
something has been carved directly out of entire trees , as
was the case with the remarkable Profession : arbre de Noel,
2001 . This form of artistic consciousness doesn't avoid the
fact that Quebec forests are a crucial natural resource , with
by-products - lumber, paper, pulp-that
generate billions
of dollars within a globalized economy. And so the BGL
version of the biography of a wooden object encompasses
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Collection of the Musee nationa l
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its beginnings as a botanical specimen in a natural habitat
but quickly jumps to production, and then to those inevitable
acts of consumption which punctuate our daily lives.
If it was possible to say about a certain tendency
of postmodernist art that it served up a critique or
denunciation of the commodity, this now seems far too
simplistic. Perhaps art even has something to learn from the
commodity? Indeed, contemporary artists are likely to be
attuned to the liveliness, agency and social instability of the
commodity-object, qualities which compare favourably to
the inertia of the museum-bound artwork. The sculptural
practices I have been reviewing situate material objects
within a network of social needs and more ambiguous desires.
With Thomas Hirschhorn's ravaged cardboard boxes,
or with BG L's half-undone plastic and wooden objects,
we recognize commodification as a complex social process,
while we also develop a heightened, tactile awareness
of material changeability. Many artworks will provoke an
aesthetic experience by exploring material between-states
or thresholds-that
transformational moment when the
identity of an object seems to waver, or when a given material
ceases to be useful or intelligible or semiotically coherent .
This exploration coincides with what Bill Brown has termed
"Thing Theory." Brown distinguishes between objects and
things by suggesting that thingness is "what is excessive in
objects .. . what exceeds their mere materialization as objects
or their mere utilization as objects." Differing from the
workaday interaction with objects, a sense of thingness is
linked to the material world's "force as sensuous presence." 16
Furthermore, it is when objects break down or are destroyed
that we become aware of an excitingly unmanageable and
unknowable materiality - and this intellectual position
is indeed very close to the exploratory attitude of many
contemporary artists . Recently, in her 2010 book Vibrant
Matter: A Political Ecology ofThings, Jane Bennett
(a professor of political science) has argued that "there
is also public value in following the scent of a nonhuman
thingly power, the material agency of natural bodies and
technological artifacts." 17 Like Brown, Bennett sets out
to drive a wedge between thing and object, insisting on
"a culture of things irreducible to the culture of objects." 18
It must be admitted that "thingness" and "vibrant matter"
can become overly romantic concepts (as if there exists
some substratum of febrile matter that just wants to be free
from the tyranny of objects!) but these are aesthetically and
intellectually productive ideas when considered dialectically .
This is confirmed in the domain of contemporary art, as it
is precisely those kinds of transitional moments, encounters
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Profession : orbre de Noel, 2001

Salvaged Christmas tree, paint
In situ intervention

Le Lobe, Chicoutimi

and thresholds that are staged by artists: at such moments
the vibrancy of materiality, the life stories of commodities
and the agency of everyday objects all come into play.
There is no better way to conclude this essay than with
another artwork by Valerie Blass; For reveur, 2008, is a large,
whitish, pod-like sculpture made out ofFGR, a type of
gypsum cement used extensively for architectural detailing
and decoration. FGR is one of those ordinary materials
derived from the built environment which Blass exploits
for its familiarity, even while this particular object does not
resemble any common object or commodity . Rather, For
reveur is a slab of solidified matter whose prior identity as
malleable (and vibrant) substance is still apparent, as ifit
had only just assumed this shape . The sculpture's curving
shape and textured surface exert a powerful tactile allure;
as jake moore has remarked, "to look upon this work is to
touch it with your eyes." 19 Here I'd like to suggest that the
contemporary fascination with material culture echoes in
some ways a much older exchange about sculpture. It was
the eighteenth-century author Johann Gottfried Herder
who insisted that the proper aesthetic outcome of sculpture
was "tactile knowledge." 20 Interacting with sculpture, the
sense of touch was considered crucial: "the eye is only the
initial guide .. . the hand alone reveals the forms of things,
their concepts, what they mean, what dwells within ." 21
And so twenty-first-century
sculptures continue to invite
a tactile public response-from
people who might spend
a lot of time staring at computer screens, but whose hands
have unpacked boxes, fondled commodities, wrestled with
duct tape, attempted to apply adhesives and tried to repair
broken objects. This tactile knowledge of the everyday
material world has become an integral part of a contemporary
sculptural vocabulary.
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